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The discovery of trinucleotide repeat expansions as a patho-
genic molecular mechanism in the early 1990s was a major shift
from the genetic inheritance norms of those days, based on the
transmission of stable DNA sequences. The possibility that a
gene configuration may differ from one generation to the next,
and that this circumstance may correlate with increasing molec-
ular instability, has also provided the basis to elucidate the
phenomenon of anticipation.1

Prior to this, anticipation, as the description of a pattern of
inheritance where a hereditary illness strikes earlier and with
increased severity and penetrance in succeeding generations, had
been observed for more than a century and had no explanation under
established principles of heredity.2 The term, in fact, was coined by
the British ophthalmologist Edward Nettleship in the early 20th
Century as a seemingly eugenic rule of nature aimed to repair
diseased lineages by concentrating and exacerbating the illness in
certain members of the family while leaving others unharmed.2 Over
the following decades, anticipation was observed in Huntington
disease, myotonic dystrophy and Leber hereditary optic neuropa-
thy.3 These purely clinical perceptions led, however, to disagree-
ment amongst researchers as some of them rejected the mere
existence of true anticipation due to the lack of a biological rationale.

Under the light of the aforementioned discovery of nucleotide
repeat expansion mechanism, anticipation as part of a phenotype
was initially linked to unstable genotypes, namely, fragile X
syndrome (FMR1 gene − CGG repeat expansion), X-linked
bulbospinal muscle atrophy (androgen receptor gene − CAG
repeat expansion) and myotonic dystrophy (DMPK gene − CTG
repeat expansion).4 Later, the connection was also established for
other repeat expansion diseases: spinocerebellar ataxias types 1,
2, 3, 6, 7, 12 and 17 (CAG repeat expansion), dentatorubropalli-
doluysian atrophy (ANT1 gene − CAG repeat expansion),
frontotemporal dementia and/or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(C9orf72 gene − GGGGCC repeat expansion), as well as dis-
eases not linked to unstable molecular defects, such as dysker-
atosis congenita with TERC and TERT mutations, cancer and
autoimmune diseases susceptibility genes, and, questionably,
among families with autosomal dominant hereditary spastic
paraplegia (HSP, loci designated as SPG) types 3, 4, 6, 9, 10,
12, 29 and 31.5-7 With regard to the HSPs, although all of these
observations remain speculative and derived from a limited
number of families, SPG3 and SPG4 stand out as the ones in
which this phenomenon has been more consistently observed.8

In this issue of the Journal, Hashemi et al.9 showed further
evidence of anticipation among multiple generations in five Iranian

families with SPG4, incorporating their data into findings derived
from other families with this form of HSP previously described in
the literature. The authors studied a total of 14 unrelated autosomal
dominant HSP probands initially using whole exome sequencing,
complemented by in silico and segregation analyses, and multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification. A total of five probands
with pathogenic SPAST gene mutations were identified. The variants
found were then screened in available family members and cose-
gregated with the disease status. In these large pedigrees, that
included 39 affected individuals spanning up to four generations,
the authors were able to collect in-depth detailed demographic and
clinical data through personal interviews and/or previous medical
records of all affected and unaffected members. Using strict criteria
for age of onset across multiple generations, the authors observed
unequivocal anticipation with progressive decline in age of onset in
later generations of all pedigrees, ranging from a decrease from 47 to
23 years within two generations in one family to from ∼60 to 2.5
years in four generations in another family. These observations were
significant and consistent throughout all five pedigrees and across all
generations, but absent in the remaining nine families with mutations
in other genes or among genetically undiagnosed families. Also,
although there was considerable intra- and inter-familial heteroge-
neity for a few aspects of SPG4 phenotype, age of onset and
progression of disability were consistently less variable among
affected siblings.

These findings are intriguing given that, among the families
described by the authors and those reviewed from the literature in
their study, anticipation was observed in pedigrees diagnosed with
static mutations in the SPAST gene in which molecular analysis
confirmed that neither the effect of the mutations nor their molecular
configuration changed from one generation to another.10 As such,
Hashemi et al.9 present a thorough discussion on the potential
hypothesis behind this finding, including molecular mechanisms,
environmental factors, methodological issues (i.e., ascertainment
bias for age of onset of symptoms), most of which not applicable
to the families they describe. The discussion also addresses why
anticipation might have been missed in many families with SPG4
reported in the literature.

If confirmed, the implications of these findings are potentially
significant. First, they increase the growing body of literature
with respect to the phenotype (possibly allowing phenotype/
genotype correlation) of HSPs and SPG4 in particular. Second,
these observations may be the groundwork for better under-
standing the molecular dysfunction leading to SPG4, for unveil-
ing the mechanism behind the phenomenon of anticipation in
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diseases linked to seemingly stable/static mutations, and even for
the discovery of novel treatment strategies. Third, they provide
vital elements for discussion regarding genetic counselling,
prognosis and clinical course of this disease in symptomatic
and presymptomatic mutation carriers. Finally, once understood,
such a mechanism may allow us to hypothesize how it may
underlie observations such as intrafamilial heterogeneity and
apparent sporadic occurrence of autosomal dominant disorders.
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